Viaggio Flush Mount
DESCRIPTION
The Viaggio ceiling by Tech Lighting features an artistic cluster
of glass orbs for a sense of celestial travel within a room. A
sleek black body contrast against either solid brass arms with
white glass globes or polished nickel arms with mirrored
smoke globes for a rich and stunning finish, either choice
creates a comfortable glarefree wash of illumination onto
surfaces below. The Viaggio Ceiling is ideal for dining room
lighting, living room lighting and bedroom lighting. The Viaggio
can carry into other areas of your space as this collection is
available as a linear suspension, wall sconce and chandelier.
Available lamping options include fullydimmable energy
efficient LEDs or nolamp, leaving you the option to light the
Viaggio with your preferred lamping. No Lamp Opal glass rated
for (5) 5 watt max. G9 BiPin lamp (Not Included). No Lamp
Smoke glass rated for (5) 5 watt max. candelabra base E12
lamp (Not Included). LED Opal glass version includes (5) 120
volt 4.5 watt, 303 delivered lumens (1515 total delivered
lumens), 3000K, LED G9 BiPin lamps. Smoke glass version
includes (5) 120 volt 2 watt, 114 delivered lumens (570 total
delivered lumens), 2700K, candelabra base LED E12 lamps.
Dimmable with most LED compatible ELV and TRIAC
dimmers.
INSTALLATION
This product can mount to either a 4" square electrical box with
round plaster ring or an octagonal electrical box (not included).
WEIGHT
4.04.5lb / 1.812.04kg ±
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ORDERING INFORMATION
700FMVGO

COLOR

LAMP

OR OPAL/BRASS

NO LAMP
LED927 T6 LED 90 CRI 2700K 120V (T20/T24)
LED930 G9 LED 90 CRI 3000K 120V (T20)

SN SMOKE/POLISHED NICKEL

Opal/Brass version only available with LED930.
Mirrored Smoke/Polished Nickel version only available with LED927.
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